bundles.
Briefly the contents of this paper are the following. §2 develops the notation and terminology to be used and defines the structures to be studied. In §3 we exhibit the existence of maps ; iv = 1, 2) from Ct(M) = i space of branched affine structures on M\ and j(M) = ¡space of branched projective structures on M\ (where M is a fixed Riemann surface of genus g) to F ÍM, GA(1, C)) and F (M, PL(1, C)) respectively, where GA(»2, C) and PL (m, C) are the general affine and projective groups of rank m with coefficients in C). We also show that if $ e hHm, GA(1, C)) (resp. Hl(M, PL(1, C)) arises from a flat vector bundle T eHHM, SM2, O) (resp. hHm, SL(2, C)) (where SA(2, C) CSL(2, C) is the subset of upper triangular matrices of SL(2, C). Then $ is the coordinate class of some affine (resp. projective) structure on M. § §4 and 5 then discuss the converse situation of when the coordinate cohomology class of a branched structure does in fact arise from a flat vector bundle. We prove that this is always the case for coordinate cohomology classes of affine structures. For cohomology classes of projective structures we show that a sufficient condition that they arise from flat vector bundles is that they possess a nonlocally constant cross-section with even total branching order. We then use the above facts to show that in the projective case if two projective structures determine the same cohomology class and both structures have even total branching order less than or equal to 2g -2 then they must be projectively equivalent.
In the case where either branching order is even and greater than or equal to 2g we give sufficient additional conditions to guarantee that the structures are projectively equivalent.
For the affine case we similarly prove that the map /.: Uj(A1) -> E (Al, GA(1, C))
is injective when restricted to structures with total branching order 2g -2. For other branching orders we again give sufficient conditions to guarantee that two affine structures determining the same cohomology class are affinely equivalent and relate these conditions to the distribution of Weierstrass points on Al.
Lastly in § §6 and 7 we show that if for any nonnegative integer ¿, V, C f(M) and V, C Cl(Al) denote the subset of structures of total branching order k then both V, and V, are finite unions of analytic subvarieties and / (u -I, 2) is holomorphic when restricted to such a subvariety. We thus get an injection p of U|lo_1 pV2i into Hl(M> PL(1> C)) and aV2 -2 into wl(M' GA(~l> C)) which is Lemma 2. Suppose cf> e HX(M, PL(1, C)) (h\m, GA(1, C))). Then cf> is indigenous iff <f> has a nonlocally flat meromorphic cross-section.
We can proceed further by relating the indigenous projective and affine bundles to flat vector bundles on Al. We recall the exact sequences Thus !H'ai represents some W e T(AI, m(<fi)) -r(AI, j(cb)) and so by Lemma 2 <f> is indigenous.
For future use if We HAl, %(cf>)) we shall let \ = 1 Ow(p)-p and B(W) = S 0w(p) = BC §>w) be the branching divisor and total branching order of W respectively. We also recall that U(cf>) is the sheaf of holomorphic cross-sections of (7J>, for any bundle cf>. and thus represent an element S e H ÍM, GL(2, C)). If we divide Saß by the square root of its determinant = &aß we will then have Tan representing T e hHm, SL (2, C)) and p* (T) = cf>. Furthermore clearly we will have k = ikla, k2J e T(M, 0(ë ® T)) with kla/k2a = wa. Then since ci¿¡) = -2k + 21 = 2(1 -k) -2m we will again have f = 77À for some 7/ e F!(M, C*) and we can find a section ¡gai 6 T(M, )!((£)) such that
The rest of the proof now goes through as before except that {¿ai is now a meromorphic rather than a holomorphic section.
We now return to the map /,: P(Al) -► E (Al, PL(l, C)) and consider to what extent a projective bundle determines a specific projective structure.
Theorem 3. Suppose \Ua, wa, 4>aß\, \Ua, wa, cf>aß\ represent projective structures of type ¡5j and %2 respectively with ß(3) ) = 2/', ß02) = 2¿ [or some integers j, k, with 2/ < 2g -2 and 2k <2g -2. Then if Wa, wa, <f>aß\ and \Ua, wa, 4>aß} are both mapped into the same projective bundle cf> under j2, then \Ua, wa\ is projectively equivalent to \Ua, wa\ and 2), = 2L. But c(^t¡) = 0 so either Ga = 0 or %peM ^S^o) = 0< However noting that wa -wa can be chosen holomorphic for each a. we get Z *>p&a) = Z %^lah2a -Ï2a hlJ = Z ""«"a "^«2«=
But, noting the proof of Theorem 2, we see that Z^2a) = ^"1_/ and Z vpiha) = « -1 ~L peM peM
Thus Sft£M^(Ga)>2g-2-(/ + ^).
Thus if either / < g -1 or £ < g -1 we have ^ v (Ga) > 0 so that Ga = 0. Therefore (g,a> g2a) and (è,a> h2a) ate everywhere linearly dependent and wa ~ wa f°r a^ °"
However if f = k = g -1 we note immediately by the proof of Theorem 2 that g2a and h2oLate holomorphic cross-sections of a and thus constants.
Furthermore \Ga\ is holomorphic so that either Ga = 0 or ¿¡aß^aß W 1 and Ga is also a constant. In either case Ga -iwa -w^gjoPia = constant implies wa ~ ™a IS constarit for each a, and thus \U a, wa\ is projectively equivalent to
We can generalize this result to the case where either 2/ > 2g -2 or 2k> 2g -2 by simply noting that if w and wa have a zero of order m at some point p, then in fact 2 M v (G¿) > 2g -2 -(j + k) + m. Thus we immediately derive:
Corollary 3.1. Suppose \Ua, wa, </Jaoi> W a, wa, (paß ^ rePresent projective structure of type 2) + 2 and 2) + 2>2 respectively where B(S + 2),) = 2/; ß(20 + 2)2) = 2/e and ß(2j) < 2g -2, ß(2>2) < 2g -2. Suppose there exists Before proving this theorem we extract the case of a = 0 as a separate corollary. We recall that a regular affine structure is one without poles. We should note that if r is equal to the smallest number of sheets for which M admits a realization over P then M will always have an indigenous bundle r/> such that if \wj e T(M, %($)) -T(M, ÇJ(<J>)) then ßäu; J > 2g -2 + 2r. 6. Analytic structure on j(M). We now return to Lemma 1 for a more thorough study of the spaces CUM), J (M) and the maps /',, /,. We begin with 9iM). Proof. All the assertions follow immediately from the definitions involved. We note that the isomorphism of (2) (1) pVBia) = ¡(2), x) e pvB\ S e IaM\ = pVB\larU.
(2)£B(a) = {(3),x) e£B|Se2<r/M} = £B|2'7M. Proof of (2). We begin with a lemma. We now finish the proof of (2). 
R into itself by G • (S ,,•••, T ) -» (GS. G~ , • • •, GT G~ ). If instead of looking
at R/PL(1, C) we let R" be the regular points of R and examine E (M, PL(1, C))q = R./PL(l, C) we find it is in fact a complex analytic submanifold of E (Al, PL(l, C)) of complex dimension 6g -6. For more details on the structure of E (Al, PL(l, C)) and especially for a proof of the last statement see [3] , [5, pp. 193-195] .
We now have Theorem 6. J (Al) is the disjoint union of the complex analytic varieties VR(cr) for all nonnegative integers B and all o ePart(ß). For any such h I pVB^ ~* H^M' PL^' C^ is holomorphic.
Proof. The injectivity of /' on VU V, _2 is a simple consequence of Theorem 3 while the structure of J (Al) as a disjoint union of the ¡VB(o~) is obvious. Noting that E (Al, GA (l, C)) can be given a complex structure in a manner entirely analogous to that of E (Al, PL(l, O) we have 
